The problem deals with an exact calculation of the intersection area of a circle arbitrary placed on a grid of square shaped elements with gaps between them (finite fill factor). Usually an approximation is used for the calculation of the intersection area of the circle and the squares of the grid. We analyze the geometry of the problem and derive an algorithm for the exact computation of the intersection areas. The results of the analysis are summarized in the tally sheet. In a real world example this might be a CCD or CMOS chip, or the tile structure of a floor.
Introduction
The article includes following parts:
1. Statement of the Problem 2. Base relations and notation 3. Constraint relations between geometry and indices of grid 4. Preliminary analysis of data 5. Some necessary formulae 6. Location analysis 7. Summary 8. References 9. Appendix All proofs and formulae calculating intersection areas are derived in the "Location analysis" chapter. But, as all results are summarized in the tally sheet, to get the table with all formulae, reader can look directly to "Summary".
To our great surprise we have not found analytical solving of the problem. Therefore all the references are given only into various forums where the problem has been discussed.
Statement of the Problem
We consider the below given grid:
Fig.1. Real and virtual areas of the grid
The problem we are dealing with is the proper calculation of the intersection area of a circle placed on a grid of squares. In a real world example this might be a CCD or CMOS chip, or the tile structure of a floor.
The structure of the grid is as depicted in Fig. 1 . Squares with edge length are arranged in such a way, that the distance between centers of neighboring elements is . is called the pitch of the grid. The area of one square element is thus . The area covered by one square plus its surrounding gap is given by . The ratio between the two is called fill factor.
In the following we will distinguish two areas within the grid and call them "real" and "virtual". The real area is the bounded part of endless grid, where intersection square should be computed. The virtual area is a grid out of borders of real grid.
The real area has m rows and n columns (as indicated by the green line in Fig. 1 ). Everything lying outside of the green line is the virtual area. Further we shall sometimes use the word "pixel", meaning only squares, which lie in the real area.
Assumed indexing in grid is: from 0 up to m-1 for rows and from 0 up to n-1 for columns of the grid. Correspondingly indices in virtual area are either negative or greater than (m-1) or (n-1).
Taking the assumed indexing into account, the following indices of the corners of the real area are yielded:
Left top 0, 0 Left bottom 0, m-1 Right top 0, n-1 Right bottom m-1, n-1 Furthermore we will use a Cartesian coordinate system to describe positions of vertices and the circle. The origin of this coordinate system X,Y will be the lower left corner of the green rectangle in Figure 1 .
A circle with given radius R may be located in an arbitrary place within the grid. We consider its intersections with squares in the real area, i.e., with pixels.
In order to simplify further calculations we assume that the radius of the circle is at more than twice as large as a side of a square (R > 2*Size).
Fig.2. The terms "Size", "Gap" and "Pitch" and their relation with indices
To go further we consider an example setting R = 3*Pitch, where Pitch = Size + Gap
As we are interested only in intersection in the real area we limit the size of the virtual area to 3 squares + 2 gaps in each direction. Various placing of a circle and intersections are shown below.
Fig.3. Various types of intersection
The task consists of two parts:
1. Find the list of pixels which are intersected with the circle. 2. Compute the areas of intersection for each member of this list.
Base Relations and Notation
Recall from above that indices of the pixel matrix lie in these ranges:
Left top 0, 0 Left bottom 0, m-1 Right top 0, n-1 Right bottom m-1, n-1 From Fig. 1 and (1) we obtain the sizes of the real area as follows.
In horizontal direction (along X axis): (n-2) * Pitch + Size In vertical direction (along Y axis):
(m-2) * Pitch + Size
Each square has 4 vertices with coordinate pairs which are denoted (x 1 ,y 1 ) … (x 4 ,y 4 ). Analogously the center of the circle has coordinates (x 0 ,y 0 ). There is simple relation between indices of a square as an element of the grid and metric coordinates of its vertices in coordinate system XY. We may test each pixel whether it is intersected by the circle and create a list containing indices of pixels and the case of intersection.
Distance between the center of the circle and any vertex of a pixel is
If radius of circle is R, then we can get mutual positions of center and vertices as follows:
Testing of latter relations and additional analysis in some cases is sufficient to create a list of pixels intersected by the circle. But as we are interested not only in obtaining the list of touched pixels, but also in the computation of their areas of intersections, we must provide detailed consideration of possible intersection configurations.
We define the ordering of vertices as follows:
Fig.4. Ordering of vertices
Then, the length of a square side can be computed as follows: Size = |x 1 − x 4 | = |x 2 − x 3 | = |y 1 − y 2 | = |y 3 − y 4 | We mention these trivial relations here because further to get length of square side we shall use only the term "Size".
To classify the location of a square relatively to a circle we denote positions of vertices as follows:
0 -vertex lies outside the a circle (3) 1 -vertex lies on the a circle 2 -vertex lies inside the a circle Then the location of a square in relation to the circle is characterized by an ordered quadruple, e.g., 0000 -square is either fully outside the circle or is intersected 2222 -square is fully inside the circle 0220 -first and fourth vertices are outside the circle, second and third vertices are inside of it 1022 -first vertex is on the circle, second one is outside, third and fourth ones are inside If we were only interested in the list of concerned pixels, then a member of the list is simply {i, j}
But if we want to compute the areas of intersection of pixels from the latter list with the circle then additional information is necessary, namely, the quadruple of pixel vertices coordinates and the quadruple of its configuration. A member of this list looks like: {{i, j}, {(x 1 ,y 1 ) … (x 4 ,y 4 )}, {v 1 y 2 v 3 v 4 }},
where v 1 … v 4 = {0, 1, 2} -location of the vertex relative to the circle (6)
Constraint Relations between Geometry and Indices of Grid
A priori relation between the radius of a circle and the pitch is given widely used in practice looks like: R = a * Pitch, where a -a priori given factor at least 2
Depending on coordinates (x 0 ,y 0 ) of a circle's center, it can be computed exactly, which pixels are fully inside a circle and which are intersected.
The proposed method is based on the conservative estimate of the upper bound of pixel array with following selection of array elements according our criterions.
Let the center of a circle falls into the range of the left side of the square (including this side) and the left side of the following square (excluding this side). In other words, center hits either inside the square body or into the gap between two squares. Same considerations are valid for top and bottom sides of squares.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to regard the quadratic area with the square side of about 2*R = 2*a*Pitch with the center, coinciding with the center of the circle (x 0 , y 0 ) and to test all pixels, having at least one vertex or part of the pixel's body inside this quadratic area. In terms of indices this means that all the squares with indices in interval ±N from the indices of hit should be tested. To ensure the approximation of the upper-bound we imply the following rule: N = ⌈2 * a⌉ if 2 * a is non-integer -ceiling of multiplication N = 2 * a + 1 if 2 * a is integer E.g., for R = 3*Pitch a = 3 N = 2 * 3 + 1 = 7 The number of squares to be tested = N 2 = 7 * 7 = 49. The fact, that a hit may be in a gap, is unimportant, as we are not trying to obtain an exact solution, but on this step only a good upper-bound constraint.
So, we owe to test all the squares in the area with following combinations of indices:
Some of so computed indices may not belong to pixels, but to squares, which are inside the virtual area. Therefore, additional tests on validity are necessary. Recalling, that indices in the real area (pixel indices) are bounded to horizontally {0, (n -1)} and vertically {0, (m -1)}, we drop the squares (they are not pixels), indices of which don't satisfy one of two following inequalities:
index j 0 <= ⌊
Recall, that we want to get a list with an upper-bounded number of items, each of which represents the coordinates of such pixels, which maybe are intersected with a circle.
E.g., for R = 3*Pitch the minimal number of the intersected pixels is 36. The upper bound in this case is 49. Real number of intersecting pixels depending on the position of the circle's center lies within 36 -42. This means, that 7 -13 pixels from the list will be dropped after testing whether they satisfy the inequalities (7) and (8).
Preliminary Analysis of Data
We are interested in the areas of intersection of pixels and circle. Recalling (3) member of such list looks like {{i, j}, {(x 1 ,y 1 ) … (x 4 ,y 4 )}, {v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 }},
To simplify and clarify further computation we set the system origin to (x 0 ,y 0 ), i.e., we set x 0 = 0 and y 0 = 0 and therefore recalculate for all the members of list (7) the coordinates (x 1 ,y 1 ) … (x 4 ,y 4 ) as follows:
Obviously formulae for distance between the center of a circle and any vertex of a pixel changes as well:
Recalling assumed notation all possible locations of squares relatively a circle (not taking into account right ordering) are: 0000, 0001, 0002, 0011, 0012, 0022, 0112, 0122, 0222, 1122, 1222, 2222.
Three latter cases are trivial when squares are fully inside a circle = = =
We introduce the following notation:
Obviously Z i > P -vertex lies outside a circle 0 (13) Z i = P -vertex lies on a circle 1 Z i < P -vertex lies inside a circle 2 Accordingly all possible relations are as follows:
As it is sufficient to use only indices 1 and 3 to provide an analysis, from now on we use only these two indices while considering x and y.
Taking relations (10) into account and suppressing the word "new", we get the list (5) in the following form and recalling the assumed ordering (figure 6) **i, j+, *(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 ), (x 4 , y 4 )+, *v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 ++ using indices 1 … 4 **i, j+, *(x 1 , y 1 ), ( , ), (x 3 , y 3 ), ( , )+, *v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 ++ from now on (17) Not all possible combinations of 0, 1 and 2 forming location vector {v 1 y 2 v 3 v 4 } correspond to some real square locations. This makes additional constraints which should be taken into account and will be considered later.
Assuming all abovementioned reasons the sought-for algorithm looks like 1) compute expressions for minimal and maximal indices i and j from formulae (7) and (8) 
The reduced list (19) contains only such pixels which are really overlapped by a circle. Moreover, the list contains only two indices 1 and 3 instead of the four indices 1, 2, 3, 4 to simplify the analysis. Before proceeding to the analysis of various intersections of the circle with the pixels, recall some geometric formulae, needed for further calculations.
Some Necessary Formulae
Depending on the mutual location of a circle and of a pixel the intersection area can have different geometrical form.
Further we shall consider all the possible mutual locations and arising geometrical forms.
It will be shown later, that any of these forms consists of the sum of the standard figures such as the circular segment, the trapezoid, the triangle and the rectangle.
It is obvious that formulae for the areas of these standard figures depending on the coordinates of the pixel vertices should be very similar. Nevertheless, we have deliberately refused from parameterization of the similar formulae to preserve the clarity.
However, some formulae, namely for the circular segment and its chord we present here because they will be used everywhere. The chord AC length is 2*R*sin 2 = 2*R*sin
The semi-chord AB length is R*sin 2 = R*sin
The area of the circular segment ABCD is
The angle is arcsin(
The angle is 2* = 2*arcsin( Using the length of chord AC:
From now on for simplicity and brevity we denote the two latter formulae ( ) and ( )
The length of chord AC will be used as follows:
We shall frequently compute the value √R 2 − u 2 . Therefore denote
and use it everywhere. Although all vertices are outside a circle intersection is yet possible, if distance between center of a circle and one of sides of square is less than radius. So we must check holding one of conditions in below given table.
As an example we consider case 1. Obviously the triangle AOC is isosceles. Therefore AC = 2 * AB = 2 * y a = 2 * y 1 Analogously reasoning for all cases is given in the table below. 
Location
Condition AC 1 0000 |y 1 | < R < |y 3 | 2 * y 1 2 0000 |x 1 | < R < |x 3 | 2 * x 1 3 0000 |y 3 | < R < |y 1 | 2 * y 3 4 0000 |x 3 | < R < |x 1 | 2 * x 3 = ( )
One vertex on a circle, three outside = ( )
We outline various locations of squares with color.
As an example we consider case 1. Obviously the triangle AOC is isosceles. Therefore AC = 2 * CB = 2 * y c = 2 * y 1
Analogously reasoning for all cases is given in the table below. Fig.7 . Location "One vertex on a circle, three outside" Locations of squares represented at the above figure don't exhaust all possible four-digit combinations of two "0" and two "1". We check all possible cases in order not to lose some of them. So, all the cases are: 0011 0110 1001 1100 1010 0101 As first 4 ones are presented above we must check only two cases: 1010 and 0101.
Recall the formulae (12 -16) and consider the combination 1010 which means, that Z 1 = P Z 2 > P Z 3 = P Z 4 > P Z 1 + Z 3 = 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 = 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 1010 corresponds to no location. Analogously consider the combination 0101 which means, that Case 0102 Z 1 > P Z 2 = P Z 3 > P Z 4 < P Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 < 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 0102 corresponds to no location.
Case 0201 Z 1 > P Z 2 < P Z 3 > P Z 4 = P Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 < 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 0201 corresponds to no location.
Case 1020 Z 1 = P Z 2 > P Z 3 < P Z 4 > P Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 1020 corresponds to no location.
Case 2010 Z 1 < P Z 2 > P Z 3 = P Z 4 > P Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 2010 corresponds to no location. 
Two vertices inside, two vertices

. Conditions and Arguments for the Location "Two vertices inside, two vertices outside". Compact Form
Show that combinations 0202, 2020 correspond to no locations. Recall formulae (12 -16).
Case 0202 Z 1 > P Z 2 < P Z 3 > P Z 4 < P Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 < 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 0102 corresponds to no location.
Case 2020 Z 1 < P Z 2 > P Z 3 < P Z 4 > P Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 0102 corresponds to no location.
There is one special case when circumference intersects a square in four points. Rest 3 cases should be calculated analogously. We don't show here other big pictures and give the results in the below table. All three other cases are presented in the Appendix. As AC is diagonal of square, then its length = Size * √2 We show that combinations 0212, 1202, 2021 and 2120 correspond to no locations. Recall formulae (12 -16).
Case 0212 Z 1 > P Z 2 < P Z 3 = P Z 4 < P Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 < 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 0212 corresponds to no location.
Case 1202 Z 1 = P Z 2 < P Z 3 > P Z 4 < P Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 < 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 1202 corresponds to no location.
Case 2021 Z 1 < P Z 2 > P Z 3 < P Z 4 = P Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 <2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 2021 corresponds to no location.
Case 2120 Z 1 < P Z 2 = P Z 3 < P Z 4 > P Z 1 + Z 3 < 2*P Z 2 + Z 4 > 2*P As Z 2 + Z 4 = Z 1 + Z 3 > 2*P and Z 1 + Z 3 <2*P Latter contradiction means, that combination 2120 corresponds to no location. Now we analyze possible locations. As always we outline various locations of squares with color to simplify the final collection.
Location 0122
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. Corresponding formulae for squares look like We get blue case if y 3 ≥ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 0221
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. Corresponding formulae for squares look like We get blue case if x 3 ≥ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 1022
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. Corresponding formulae for squares look like Blue = + + Red = + Fig.15 . Location "Two vertices inside, one vertex on a circle, one vertex outside"
As for segment in both cases we use our usual formula = ( ) Now compute parts of formula separately for blue and red cases.
Blue case S rectangleAGFE = AE * AG = |y a − y e | * Size = 2 * |y e | * Size = 2 * |y 1 | * Size We get blue case if y 1 ≤ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 1220
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. We get blue case if x 1 ≤ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 2012
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. We get blue case if x 3 ≥ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 2102
Location 2201
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. Corresponding formulae for squares look like We get blue case if following relations hold: y 1 ≤ 0 otherwise it is a red case.
Location 2210
Two possible placing are given in blue and red colors. We get blue case if y 3 ≥ 0 otherwise it is red case. Table. 12. Conditions and Arguments for the Location "Three vertices inside, one vertex outside"
Summary
In this paper the algorithm was proposed to calculate the area of the intersection of the quadrates of a square mesh with a circle that is arbitrary located on this mesh. For the sake of clarity we have deliberately refused from the evident opportunities of parameterization of presented calculations. Obtained formulae can be directly used for programming.
Below we collect all the formulae from the previous chapters. Each area should be computed as the sum of and values in the columns 6, 7 and 8. Recall main formulae: 
